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Engility's business strategy is based on an economic model that provides precisely the services needed at the best possible cost. Our portfolio of 

offerings reflects a lifecycle of capabilities that aligns with the critical priorities of the U.S. Government, both domestically and globally as well as 

state and local governments. We support our customers with a wide range of specialized technology and mission expertise. We are organized to be 

agile and adaptive, allowing us to deliver the resources and services required to meet current and evolving customer needs efficiently and 

effectively. Launched in July 2012 as a spin-off company of L-3 Communications, Engility possesses more than 58 years of combined experience 

across over 70 different legacy companies. You’re Mission. Whatever the role, when and where you need support. Our Commitment. We ensure 

that our customers have exactly what they need to meet their most critical challenges.  

  

JPEO CBD LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST II ( ALBANY, GA) 

 

Responsibilities:   

  

 The contractor shall assist in planning and developing effective product support strategies, ensuring they meet 

established goals for operational effectiveness and readiness.  

 The contractor shall review and comment on Contractor technical manuals, validation efforts, provisioning data, 

training packages, and other logistics-related deliverables.  

 The contractor shall review system parts lists, and make recommendations on the table of allowance. 

 The contractor shall conduct surveillance of Chemical Biological Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) equipment by 

performing visual inspections, operational tests and machine testing to evaluate the condition and degradation of 

manufacturers’ quality of retail/owner and wholesale CBRN equipment.  

 The contractor shall be trained to conduct visual inspection and certified to conduct DCTE testing of M40 Series, 

M50 Series, M53, MCU Series, and M45 protective masks, and ALO/AFS/BVO over boots, JB1/JB2 GU and CP 

Gloves and M2 TAP apron.  Conduct visual inspection of CBRN over garments, decontamination kits, CP filters 

and conduct visual inspections and operational tests of chemical and radiological detectors, and 

decontamination apparatus, operate designated surveillance support equipment such as sealers, air 

compressors, special tools, and Material Handling Equipment as required. 

 The contractor shall assist in the planning, coordination and execution of surveillance efforts.  

 The contractor shall possess subject matter expertise in all Ground and Aviation CBRN IPE.  

 The contractor shall provide technical support to JPMs, Services, and other customers as requested.  

Minimum Tangible Qualifications:  

 BS Degree with 5 years total experience and 3 years relevant OR Associates degree or Professional Certificate 

with 7 years  total experience and 5 years relevant 
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Preferred Qualifications:  

 DAU Level III certification in Life Cycle Logistics, is preferred. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


